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Abstract. The paper analyzes functional, structural, and tribological parameters of

1. Introduction

optimal synthesis of the slewing platform drive mechanisms of hydraulic excavators has received signi cant
attention [7].
During the manipulation task of hydraulic excavators, the elements of manipulator kinematic pairs
experience a pronounced relative movement under
the loading accompanied by tribological phenomena,
i.e., friction and wear, between the elements of the
machine's kinematic chain joints. The consequences
of tribological phenomena are loss of energy of drive
mechanisms and the reduction of the lifecycle of joint
elements [8,9].
This paper rst analyzes the functional, structural, and tribological parameters of kinematic chain
joints in the excavating manipulator of a hydraulic
excavator and, then, de nes the tribological criterion
for the optimal determination of parameters of manipulator drive mechanisms on the basis of the loss of energy
due to friction in mechanism joints.

Hydraulic excavators;
Drive mechanisms;
Optimization;
Tribological criterion;
Multibody dynamics.

kinematic pairs (joints) of the kinematic chain and manipulator drive mechanisms of
hydraulic excavators. To carry out the related analysis, the tribological criterion ensures the
optimal synthesis of manipulator drive mechanisms of hydraulic excavators. This criterion
determines the mechanical eciency of drive mechanisms to re ect the tribological loss
of the power of the excavator driving mechanism due to the friction between elements
of the joints in manipulator drive mechanisms. This paper provides experimental results
of tribological research and tribological criterion during the examination and synthesizes
manipulator drive mechanisms of a hydraulic excavator with 17,000 kg in mass.
© 2020 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

Hydraulic excavators, of all sizes, are characterized by
a large number of manipulators that basically consist
of kinematic chains with linkage elements connected
by rotating kinematic pairs, i.e., fth-class joints.
Manipulator drive mechanisms comprise manipulator
kinematic pairs linked directly or indirectly to two-way
hydraulic cylinders.
Existing studies on the optimization of manipulator drive mechanisms have considered the following
optimization criteria: minimum stress in the excavators' kinematic chain link [1,2], maximum transferable
function of the manipulator drive mechanisms [3,4],
maximum working area of the manipulator [5], and
maximum dynamic stability [6]. Besides, recently, the
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2. Mathematical model
To analyze tribological parameters and de ne the
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the excavator's kinematic chain.
tribological optimization criterion of manipulator drive
mechanisms of a hydraulic excavator, a mathematical
model composed of a mathematical model of the
kinematic chain and a mathematical model of the
manipulator drive mechanisms was developed.
The mathematical model of the kinematic chain
encompasses the general ve-link con guration of the
excavator that comprises the support and movement
link L1 (Figure 1), the rotation link (platform) L2 ,
and the three-link excavating manipulator with the
boom L3 , stick L4 , and bucket L5 . The links of the
adopted kinematic chain of the excavator form fthclass kinematic pairs and rotary joints with a single
degree of freedom.
The support and movement link of the excavator
and the support surface form a third-class zero joint
with potential movements on the plane of the surface.
The support and movement link and the rotation link
(platform) form a kinematic pair connected to the fthclass rotary joint O2 with elements in the form of rolling
axial bearing. The center of joint O2 is the point of the
perpendicular intersection of the axis of joints through
the plane that contains the centers of rolling elements of
axial bearings. The manipulator kinematic chain is of
planar con guration. Centers of the manipulator joints
Oi (i = 3; 4; 5) are the intersection points of the axis
of joints and the plane of symmetry of the manipulator
chain links. The intersection of the bucket cutting edge
and the plane of the manipulator represents the center
of the bucket cutting edge Ow .
The assumptions about the mathematical model
of the excavator kinematic chain are as follows:

(1) The support surface and excavator kinematic
chain links are modeled using rigid bodies;
(2) The rst joint between the support and movement
link and the excavator support surface is characterized by a variable position and form, thus acting
as a translatory-sliding joint along the contact
between the support and movement link and the
surface while having the form of rotary joints
O11 , and O12 , whose axes represent potential
(longitudinal x-x or transverse z-z) (Figure 1)
excavator tip-over lines on the edges of the contact;
(3) During the manipulation task, the excavator is
subjected to external (technological) forces including digging resistive force W , internal and gravitational forces of kinematic chain links, driving
mechanism links, and material excavated with the
excavator bucket;
(4) During the digging operation, the kinematic chain
of the excavator is observed as an open con guration chain, whose nal link, the bucket, is
subjected to digging resistive force W at the
centre of the cutting edge and on the plane of the
manipulator.
The area of the excavator model is determined by an
absolute coordinate system OXY Z (Figure 1) with
unit vectors i; j; k along the coordinate axes. The
excavator support surface lies on the OXZ horizontal
plane of the absolute coordinate system, while the OY
vertical axis of the same system falls on the axis of the
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support link, i.e., rotational kinematic pair, when the
excavator is positioned on the horizontal surface.
A link of the kinematic chain, Li , in its local coor_ _ _
dinate system Oi xi yi zi with unit vectors i i ; j i ; k i
along the coordinate axes is de ned by the following
set of parameters [10]:
n

_

_o

Li = e_i ; _s i ; t i ; mi ; J i ;

(1)

where _e i is the unit vector of joint Oi axis which
connects link Li to the previous link Li 1 (Figure 1),
_
s i is the vector of the position of joint Oi+1 center used
to connect the chain link Li to the next member Li+1 ,
_
t i is the vector of the position of the member Li mass
_
center, mi is the link mass, and J i is the tensor of the
moment of inertia of the link. Vector quantities marked
with a `cap' and without it are associated with the local
coordinate system and the absolute coordinate system,
respectively.
Transformation parameters of the drive mechanism are the parameters of hydraulic cylinders and they
are determined using the mathematical model with the
following set of values:
Cci = fdi1 ; di2 ; cip ; cik ; mci ; nci g
8i = 3; 4; 5; (2)
where di1 and di2 are the diameters of the piston
and the connecting rod of the hydraulic cylinder; cip
is the minimal length of the hydraulic cylinder with
a fully retracted connecting rod; cik is the maximal
length of the hydraulic cylinder with the fully extended
connecting rod; mci is the mass of the hydraulic
cylinder; and nci is the number of hydraulic cylinders
of the drive mechanism.
Transmission parameters of the drive mechanism
of the boom C3 and stick C4 of the manipulator in the
mathematical model of the excavator are determined
by the following set of values:
Cpi = fai ; bi g
8i = 3; 4;
(3)
where ai ; and bi represent the vectors of the position of
joint centers in which hydraulic cylinders are connected
to the links of the drive mechanism and kinematic
chain.
The subset of transmission parameters of the
manipulator bucket C5 drive mechanism in the mathematical model of the excavator is determined by the
following set of values:
Cp5 = fa5 ; b5 ; c55 ; a55 ; b45 g ;
(4)
where a5 is the kinematic length of the bucket hydraulic
cylinder lever in the transmission part of the drive
mechanism; b5 is the vector, i.e., coordinates, of
the position of the joint center in which the bucket
hydraulic cylinder is connected to the manipulator
stick; c55 is the kinematic length of the link of the
transmission part of the drive mechanism; and a55 and

b45 are the vectors, i.e., coordinates, of the position

of the joint center in which the transmission levers
are connected to the links of the drive mechanism
kinematic pair.
The assumptions about the mathematical model
of the manipulator drive mechanisms in the hydraulic
excavator are as follows: (1) The position of the mass
center of hydraulic cylinders is in the middle of the
current length of the hydraulic cylinder; (2) The masses
of joint elements belong to the links of the manipulator
kinematic chain.
The internal (generalized) coordinates of the
mathematical model of the excavator kinematic chain
are represented by angles i of the relative position
of link Li in relation to the previous link Li 1 upon
rotation around the joint Oi axis. Angles i (i =
3; 4; 5) of the relative position of the manipulator
link, Li , with respect to the previous link Li 1 are
determined based on the length ci of the hydraulic
cylinders of the manipulator boom, stick, and bucket
drive mechanisms.
Unit vector ei of joint Oi axis of the excavator
kinematic pair in the absolute coordinate system is
determined through the following equation:

ei = Aio e_i :

(5)

Unit vector e1 of the rst joint axis is directed along
the potential excavator tip-over lines (Figure 1).
Vector ri of joint Oi center of the excavator
kinematic pair in the absolute coordinate system is
determined through the following equation:

ri =

i 1
X
j =1

Ajo _s j ;

8i = 2; 3; 4; 5:

(6)

Vector rw of the center of the bucket cutting edge in
the absolute coordinate system is determined through
the following equation:

rw =

5
X
i=1

Aio _s i :

(7)

Vector rti of the center of the kinematic chain link Li
mass in the absolute coordinate system is determined
through the following equation:
_

rti = ri + Aio t i ;
(8)
where Aio is the homogeneous transformation matrix

used to transfer the vector quantities from the local
coordinate system Oi xi yi zi of link Li to the absolute
coordinate system OXY Z .
Kinematic quantities for the center of the chain
link mass Li are angular velocity !i and linear wi
and angular "i accelerations, which are determined
with respect to the absolute coordinate system using
recursive equations [11,12]:
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8i = 1;:::; 5;

!i = !i 1 + _i ei ;


(9)



"i = "i 1 + i ei + ! i 1  _i ei ;

wi = wi 1 + ("i 1  (si

1

ti 1 )) + !i

 (!i 1  (si 1 ti 1 )) + ("i  ti )
+ (!i  (!i  ti )) ;

(10)
1

(11)

where _i and i are the angular velocity and angular
acceleration of link Li in joint Oi .

3. Tribological analysis
Joints of the kinematic chain and drive mechanisms of
the excavator manipulator form tribomechanical subsystems, whose structural parameters are shape, macro
and microgeometry, the material of joint elements, and
the means and manner of joint lubrication. Elements
of rotary joints, fth-class drive mechanisms of the
excavator manipulator, are derived in the form of a
single pair of the sliding shells 1 (Figure 2) embedded
in the hub of the relatively mobile link Li and the
clevis pin 2 linked to the relatively immobile link Li 1
of the kinematic pair. Macrogeometry determines the
basic dimensions of the joint: the diameter of the clevis
pin (shaft) dsi , the width of the sliding shell bsi , the
diameter of the hub Dsi , the span of the shells lsi , and
the span of the hub Lsi . Microgeometry relates to the
quality of the surface and the type of contact between
the joint elements.
Function parameters of joints in the excavator manipulator are associated with the kinematic
quantities such as range io and angular velocity _i of
the relative movement of the links in the kinematic pair
subjected to loading: force Fri and moment Mri of the
joint elements that occur during the manipulation task
- the working cycle of the excavator [13].
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Force Fri and moment Mri of the loading of the
elements of Oi (Figure 2) are determined by using the
virtual cut in the manipulator kinematic chain in the
same joint and by reducing all of loads of the given part
of the chain to the center of the joint (j > i):

Fri = Fci + W +

5
X
j =i

8i = 3; 4; 5;

Fuj ;

Mri = Mci + (rw ri )  W +
+

n
X
j =i

(rtj

ri )  Fuj ;

n
X
j =i

(12)

Muj

8i = 3; 4; 5;

(13)

where Fci is the force produced by the hydraulic
cylinder of the drive mechanism, Mci is the moment
of the drive mechanism, W is the potential digging
resistive force, Fuj is the total force in the center of the
link mass, and Muj is the moment of internal forces in
the center of the link mass.
The potential digging resistive force, W, for a certain direction of activity represents the minimal value
of digging resistive force from a set of boundary values
of digging resistive force which allows for the stability
of the excavator and boundary resistive forces that can
be overcome by manipulator drive mechanisms at the
maximal pressure of the excavator hydrostatic system.
The force Fci and moment Mci quantities of
drive mechanisms of the excavator manipulator are
determined using the following equations:
Fci = nci 

"

cmi ;

d2i1 
p
4 i1

d2i1



d2i2 
pi2
4

8i = 3; 4; 5;

Figure 2. Loads of elements of kinematic pairs (joints) in the excavator manipulator.

#

(14)
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Table 1. Variant solutions of A and B excavators.
Boom mechanism
Stick mechanism

Excavator
d31
d32
c3p
c3k
variant
(m) (m) (m) (m)
symbol
A
0.115 0.080 1.533 2.541
B
0.180 0.100 1.013 1.417
Mci = sign(ki )  rci  Fci ;

8i = 3; 4; 5;

k4 = k5 = 1;

d41



_

c5p

c5k

(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

0.140
0.200

0.080
0.110

1.738
1.759

2.901
1.817

0.115
0.160

0.080
0.090

1.358
0.992

2.191
1.416

k 3 = 1;



Mui = J i _" i + !_i  J i !_i ;
Mui = Aio Mui :

d52

(m)

(16)

_

d51

(m)

The moment of internal forces Muj of link Lj is
determined based on Euler's dynamic equations:
_

c4k

(m)

where pi1 and pi2 are the pressure of the hydraulic
cylinder on the piston side and on the connecting rod
side of the drive mechanism, cmi is the mechanical
eciency degree of the hydraulic cylinder, and rci is
the transmission function of the drive mechanism of
the excavator manipulator.
The total force Fuj related to the mass center of
link Lj , considering the e ect of gravity, is equal to:

_

c4p

(m)

(15)

Fuj = mj wj mj gj:

d42

Bucket mechanism

(17)

Loads of joint elements can be broken down into
components that are collinear and perpendicular to the
joint ei axis (Figure 2):

Fri = Fni + Fzi ;

(18)

Mri = Mni :

(19)

During the manipulation task, the drive moment
of mechanism Mci overcomes the components of loading moments that are collinear with the joint ei axis,
thus the resulting moment for the joint axis is Mzi = 0.
The other components of joint loads Fni , Fzi , Mni
stress the joint structure, while some others cause
friction between its elements.
For the planar con guration of the manipulator
drive mechanism, only the perpendicular force Fni
that acts on the joint depends, among other loads,
on the reduced force Fci of the hydraulic cylinder,
i.e., drive mechanism parameters. The other joint
loads Fzi , Mni are not subjected to the in uence of
drive mechanism parameters since the reduced force
of the hydraulic cylinder acts on the plane of the
manipulator perpendicular to the joint axis. The
perpendicular force Fni , apart from exerting load on

the joint structure, causes friction between its relatively
mobile elements.
The developed software was used to perform the
analysis in order to examine the e ect of drive mechanism parameters on the loading of mechanism joint
elements in models A and B of hydraulic excavators
(Table 1) of 17,000 kg in mass with the identical
kinematic chain of the excavating manipulator with a
bucket of 0.6 m3 in volume, but with variant solutions
of drive mechanisms and di erent transformation and
transmission parameters that have the same range of
movement angles io and the same drive moments Mci
of the executive mechanism link. In the analysis, for
the variant solutions of drive mechanisms, the same
parameters of the excavator hydrostatic system and the
same conditions of the excavator manipulation tasks
were simulated.
Some of the research results are shown graphically
in a diagram (Figure 3(a){(c)) that contains the change
in loading forces (Fni , i = 3; 4; 5) of speci c manipulator joints and a diagram (Figure 3(d)) that depicts the
loss of power due to friction of the joints during the manipulation task of the excavator. The obtained results
of the performed analysis show that variant solutions
of drive mechanisms with lower transformation and
higher transmission parameters possess lower loads on
the joint elements and less loss of power due to friction
of the joints, and vice versa. The di erence between
the joint load and the loss of power due to friction
is particularly prominent during the digging operation
when the loads on the joints are at the highest value.
Joint structure parameters depend on the
drive mechanism parameters, as shown in the equation,
and they are used to determine the diameter of the
clevis pin (shaft) of the joints based on loads and
mechanical characteristics:
dsi = max
8
1=2
>
Fnmi
>
>
2esi psm
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
 1 =2

2Fnmi

sm
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
h
i 1 =3
>
>
: 8Fnmi (Lsi lsi )
sm

8 i = 3; 4; 5

(20)
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Figure 3. Tribological analysis of variant solutions of excavators A and B: (a) Forces Fn3A and Fn3B in joints O3 , (b)
forces Fn4A and Fn4B in joints O4 , (c) forces Fn5A and Fn5B in joints O5 , and (d) losses of power NtA and NtB due to
friction in manipulator joints of excavators A and B.

where Fnmi is the maximal value of the force exerted
on the joint elements, acting perpendicularly on the
joint axis, esi is the ratio between the width of the
sliding shell lsi and the diameter of the joint axle dsi
(Figure 2), psm ; sm ; and sm are the allowed stress of
the surface pressures, shear, and bending of the joint
elements.
According to Eq. (20), for the same material of
joint elements, variant solutions of drive mechanisms
with lower transformation and higher transmission
parameters have smaller dimensions of joint elements
due to lower loads, and vice versa.
Tribological joint parameters correspond to
the friction and wear between joint elements. The
friction between joint elements leads to the loss of
energy and power upon the transmission of energy, with
thermal damage in the joint. Wear causes the loss of
material and a change in the microgeometry of joint
elements.
According to the parameters of joint function and
structure, tribological parameters of drive mechanisms
in an excavator manipulator can be singled out as
follows:
a) Moment Mti of friction resistive force between joint
Oi elements:
d
(21)
Mti = sign(_i ) si tz  Fni :
2
b) Power Nti lost due to friction resistive force between joint Oi elements:

Nti = Mti  _i ;

(22)
where tz is the coecient of friction between the
sliding elements of a joint. Although Bojic et
al. [14] in a recent study discussed the dependence
of the coecient of friction on the temperature
and force acting in the joint, the assumption of
the constant coecient of friction is adopted here
for further consideration. It should be noted that
this assumption does not a ect the outcome of this
study.
According to the de ned mathematical model,
the software was developed to analyze the tribological
parameters of an excavating manipulator in hydraulic
excavators with continuous tracks on the basis of the
measured quantities of the state of the excavator under
exploitation conditions. The following quantities of the
state of the excavator were measured: displacement of
the support and movement mechanism, angle of the
platform rotation, motion of hydraulic cylinders and
pressures of the hydrostatic system in the ducts of
the platform drive hydraulic motor, and the ducts of
hydraulic cylinders in drive mechanisms of the excavator manipulator. By using the developed software,
the analysis of the tribological parameters of drive
mechanisms in a three-link manipulator of an excavator with continuous tracks of 17000 kg in mass and
70 kW in power was carried out when operating under
exploitation conditions with an excavating bucket of
0.6 m3 in volume.
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Figure 4. Experimental tribological analysis of the excavator: (a) Angular velocities _2 ; _3 ; _4 ; _5 , (b) moments of friction
Mt3 , Mt4 , Mt5 , and (c) loss of power Nt3 , Nt4 , Nt3 , Ntu due to friction in joints O3 , O4 and O5 of the kinematic chain of
the excavator.

Part of the research results is given graphically in
a diagram that shows the change in angular velocities
(Figure 4(a)), moments of friction (Figure 4(b)), and
the loss of power due to friction (Figure 4(c)) in the
joints O3 , O4 , and O5 of the manipulator kinematic
chain. The obtained results show that the highest
moments of friction and the greatest losses of power
due to friction occur during the digging operation, at
the beginning of the transfer operation, and nally
during the operation of the unloading of the excavated
material.

4. Tribological optimization criterion
By synthesizing drive mechanisms of hydraulic excavator manipulators, for the same given input hydrostatic power parameters, one can de ne several variant
solutions of manipulator drive mechanisms with the
same range of movement and drive moments and, yet,
di erent parameters such as transformation and transmission. For example, the same range of movement
angles io (Figure 5) and the same drive moment Mci of

the executive mechanism link can be achieved using the
same transformation parameter (the same size of the
hydraulic cylinder), but with a di erent transmission
parameter (Figure 5(a){(c)), where, in principle, the
executive mechanism link can be in the form of a
one-armed (Figure 5(a) and (b)) or two-armed lever
(Figure 5(a) and (b)). Furthermore, also possible are
the variant solutions of drive mechanisms with lower
transformation, but higher transmission parameters
(Figure 5(c)), and vice versa (Figure 5(d)).
To choose an optimal solution for drive mechanisms in a hydraulic excavator manipulator among a
set of possible variant solutions, basic aim functions are
set: maximum performance and minimum excavator
power loss. The tribological criterion concerned with
determining optimal drive mechanism parameters for
an excavator manipulator is de ned to minimize the
loss of power due to friction between the elements of
mechanism joints:
Kt = min

n
X
i

!

Nti ;

(23)
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Figure 5. Possible variant solutions of manipulator drive mechanisms.

Figure 6. Indicators of the tribological optimization criterion kr for variant solutions of excavators A and B: (a) Boom
mechanism kr3 , (b) stick mechanism kr4 , (c) bucket mechanism kr5 , and (d) total manipulator indicators kru of excavators
A and B.
where n is the number of manipulator drive mechanisms.
As a relative indicator krt of the tribological
optimization criterion, the mechanical eciency of
drive mechanisms is de ned for a certain number of
positions of the manipulator in the entire working range
of the excavator:
n3 X
n4 X
n5 X
nw
X
1
krt =
n3 n4 n5 nw s=1 r=1 k=1 w=1
5
Y

Mi srkw
;
(Mi srkw + Mti srkw )
i=3

(24)

where Mi srkw is the loading moment of the manipulator drive mechanism without considering the
friction resistive force of mechanism joints; Mti srkw
is the moments of friction resistive force of the joints
with indices that de ne the moments for a speci c
position of the boom (s), stick (r), and bucket (k)
and the speci c acting direction of the digging resistive
force (w); n3 is the number of boom positions in its
movement range; n4 is the number of stick positions in
its movement range for a given boom position; n5 is the
number of bucket positions in its movement range for a
given stick position; and nw is the number of directions
of digging resistive force.
By optimizing excavator drive mechanisms, a
subprogram was developed to determine the indicators
of the tribological optimization criterion. At the input

of the subprogram, the following are set: data les
with parameters of the excavator kinematic chain links,
data les with variant solutions of the manipulator
drive mechanisms, the desired number of manipulator
positions in the entire working range of the excavator,
surface pressure and coecient of friction between the
elements of manipulator joints.
The subprogram rst discovers the possible digging resistive force and the corresponding forces in
the manipulator joints for a speci c position of the
excavator kinematic chain and a speci c acting direction of the digging resistive force. According to
the highest values of forces of joints and mechanical
characteristics of joint elements, the diameters of shafts
(clevis pins) of joints are determined. After that, the
subprogram determines the necessary drive moments
of drive mechanisms without the in uence of friction
in joints and the moments of the resistive force of
friction between the relatively mobile joint elements.
Finally, the relative indicator of the tribological optimization criterion is found for the entire range of
excavators.
For example, the relative tribological optimization indicators were determined for two variant solutions of excavators A and B using the developed
subprogram (Figure 6). The obtained results showed
that the drive mechanisms with lower transformation
and higher transmission parameters had greater values
of indicators of the tribological optimization criterion.
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5. Conclusion
The conducted tribological analyses and obtained results showed that the synthesis of manipulator drive
mechanisms of hydraulic excavators should strive for
lower transformation and higher transmission mechanism parameters as far as the spatial limitations of
the installation of hydraulic cylinders are concerned.
For the same power parameters of the excavator hydrostatic system, drive mechanisms of an excavator
manipulator with lower transformation and higher
transmission parameters of drive mechanisms experienced lower loads on joints for the same external
mechanism loads. Smaller loads on mechanism joints
lead to lower friction resistive force, less power loss,
and lower wear between the joint elements, which
increase the total mechanical eciency and lifecycle
of the excavator drive mechanisms. The de ned
tribological optimization criterion of manipulator drive
mechanisms of hydraulic excavators represents the loss
of power of the machine driving mechanism due to
friction between joint elements of manipulator drive
mechanisms. The criterion has a general character and
can be used for the synthesis of lever mechanisms of
manipulators and other mobile machines.
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